New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Batman Unlimited Animal Instincts In this animated feature, Batman must
enlist the help of his superhero allies to defeat a dangerous gang of
animal-themed criminals led by his arch nemesis Penguin. When Gotham City is
plagued by a rash of bizarre crimes committed by the animal-inspired villain
squad, the Animilitia (made up of Silverback, Cheetah, Killer Croc and Man-Bat),
Batman swings into action to investigate. But could the Animilita be working for
powerful businessman Oswald Cobblepot aka The Penguin' How does
Cobblepot's new invention of robotic Cyber Animals fit into the mix' In the end,
it'll take the combined forces of Batman, Green Arrow, Flash, Nightwing and Red
Robin to fight off these "Animal Instincts. Warner
Children's Classics Collection With classic characters adored by families
everywhere, seven timeless tales come home together in one special
springtime package, the Children’s Classics Collection. Featuring adventures
with family favorites Dorothy, Puff the Magic Dragon, Strawberry Shortcake and
Peter, the collection includes the following animated movies filled with music,
magic, friendship and more: Dorothy in the Land of O, The World Of Strawberry
Shortcak, Strawberry Shortcake In Big Apple Cit, Puff The Magic Dragon, Puff
The Magic Dragon in the Land of Living Lies, Puff and the Incredible Mr. Nobody,
Peter & The Magic Egg. Paramount
Digimon Tamers Season 3 Volume 2 In Digimon Tamers Volume 2, the
adventures continue with episodes 18-34 of Digimon Season 3! Takato, Henry
and Rika, three normal kids who are mega fans of the Digimon card game,
quest through the Digital World, which is plagued by wicked Digimon Gods. In
an effort to defeat those who seek to annihilate the World s barriers and
networks, they pair up with good Digimon and together battle the heinous
forces. But in an epic battle with Meramon the group is split in two, each cast off
in a different direction. As they traverse strange and sometimes dangerous
dimensions in order to reunite, the fate of the Digital World hangs in the
balance. Cinedigm
Slam Dunk Season 1, Volume 1 Hanamichi Sakuragi is a delinquent with a long
history of getting dumped by girls. After enrolling in Shohoku High School,
Hanamichi becomes interested in a girl named Haruko who loves the game of
basketball. Hanamichi decides to join the team only to be confronted by a star
player named Rukawa and later by the team's captain and older brother of
Haruko. With temper, attitude and more, will Hanamichi's exceptional talent and
athletic abilities be enough to make him part of the team? Cinedigm
Gunland The city that Oprah and President Obama call home has become
marred by murder. In response to its staggering homicide rate, locals have
coined it "Chiraq" (a hybrid of Chicago and Iraq). In 2012, Chicago averaged 42
homicides per month with nearly 70% of deaths caused by guns. Gunland begs
the question, "Why Chicago?" Most would believe that hip-hop and its
glorification of violence, guns and carnage is to blame for Chicago s gun-toting
culture; however, this film goes beyond the headlines & stereotypes to discover
that much more lies beneath the surface. The documentary attempts to
discover the real reasons behind why young men and women of color are dying
at the hands of their peers. Chicago sits directly in the crosshairs of a
30-billion-dollar drug trade. Half of all narcotics that enter the U.S. from Mexico
can be traced back to the Sinaloa Cartel whose leader, Joaquin "El Chapo"
Guzman calls Chicago his home. Last year Chicago's crime commission named
Guzman "Public Enemy No. 1" and said his gang supplied most of the city's illicit
drugs. The documentary exposes similar contributing factors such as the
connection between drug cartels and gun trafficking, discriminatory gun
legislation, police involvement, unemployment and systemic issues within
African-American culture to discuss how guns have become so readily available
in the Windy City. Cinedigm
These Final Hours In this apocalyptic drama, James (Nathan Phillips) is a
troubled young man on a mission. He’s desperate to join his girlfriend Vicky
(Kathryn Beck) at the ‘party to end all parties’ and numb any feelings as the
world comes to an end. On his journey however, James is greeted by a lawless
and chaotic city, facing a cataclysmic event that will end life on the planet, and
he discovers that getting to where he needs to be will not be easy. Along the
way, he saves the life of a girl named Rose (Angourie Rice), frantically searching
for her father. Out of options, James invites Rose to join him. Together they
discover how they would truly like to spend their last moments on Earth in this
world gone mad. Well Go USA
Animal Planet Tanked Season 2 All this water in the desert is no mirage - it's
the work of a Las Vegas duo heading the largest aquarium manufacturing
company in the nation. Clients from all over the country call on brothers-in-law
Wayde King and Brett Raymer in search of their extraordinary creations. In this
2-disc set, an orthodontist in New York orders up a shark tank for his new office,
a game enthusiast in Chicago wants a pinball-machine aquarium, and a team in
Pensacola asks to convert their bus into a mobile aquarium - just to name a few.
Plus, the guys gather to talk about their favorite tanks, fish, and pranks from
Season One. Dive into gallons and gallons of creative challenges that fill almost
six hours of fishy fun in Tanked: Season Two. Discovery
Ray Donovan: Season One A breakout hit that packs a punch, Ray Donovan
makes its DVD debut with the complete first season! Crisis-fixer Ray Donovan
(Golden Globe nominated Liev Schreiber) is at home with trouble unit trouble
hits home. Ray handles the combustible situations of L.A.'s rich and famous Boston style. But his father, Mickey Donovan (Golden Globe winner Jon Voight),
an Irish gangster, is the kind of trouble even Ray can't contain. Now on early
parole, Mickey returns to reclaim his family, his life and seek revenge against the
son who sent him away 20 years ago. Can Ray fix the battered cracks in his own
family before it breaks him? Showtime

